DE VRIES' STUDIES IN PALAEOGRAPHY.

Exercitationes Palaeographicas in bibliotheca
M. De Vries has appended a photograph in which the strange mixture of early minuscule with the notae is exactly reproduced. To the decipherment of the notae he devoted many hours of his vacation, and in most cases has satisfied himself as to the meaning of each one of them : in cases where he was in doubt he has taken the opinion of that most skilful of tacbygraphical experts, M. Wilhelm Schmitz, on whose labours in this obscure region of palaeography-combined with the great, but in England much neglected, work of Kopp-he has throughout founded his interpretation. This is the one only specimen as yet dis For this codex Schmitz made a careful search in the Vatioan, but in vain. M. De Vries comes to the conclusion that it is doubtful whether such a codex ever existed I JVbn talem Bembum nouimus. This is much of a piece with the German dis-. paragement of Cardinal Mai. The MS., I do not doubt, existed: but as Bembo does not describe the notae uetustissimae, we cannot' be sure that they were Tironian. Supposing, however, that they were, the Vatican library is a large place, with infinite recesses and possibilities of stowage : may it not be in a corner still? ROBINSON ELLIS. PECK'S SUETONIUS. W E have here an edition of a most interesting author with a commentary adapted in the main to the needs of the American college student; and the volume is the more to be welcomed because it has no predecessor and brings a new author into the circle of those read in our colleges. Prof. Peck follows Roth's (Teubner) edition closely as to text, differing from it only in some nine instances, all but one of which are noted in the commentary; though it can scarcely be said that all are defended. In Jul. § 2 regi has been omitted after prostratae without comment, and in Jul. § 20 sub fin. the corrupt inductum [quendam] praemiis is the occasion of an unfortunate error. Baum.
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